
April 2022 CDS Connect Work Group Call



Agenda

Schedule Topic

3:00 – 3:02 Roll Call, Michelle Lenox (MITRE)

3:02 – 3:05 Review of the Agenda, Maria Michaels (CDC)

3:05 - 3:35 Roundtable and Discussion on Partnering Experience:  
Amy Price (Stanford); Danny van Leeuwen (HealthHats). Moderated by MITRE.

3:35 – 3:50 Prioritize next steps in patient partnering (MITRE)

3:50 - 3:55 What's New with CDS Connect (MITRE)

3:55 - 4:00 Open Discussion and Close Out, Maria Michaels (CDC)
• Open discussion and announcements
• Concluding comments, review next steps and adjourn
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Objectives

• Review progress on patient partnering

• Share experiences of partnering with patients and caregivers

• Prioritize approaches for establishing best practices for patient 
involvement in CDS development and implementation

• Share new features and resources available for CDS Connect
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Past Discussions on Patient and Caregiver Partnering

• March 2021 – Partnering with Patient and Caregiver Community to 
Develop CDS (Site Changes)

• April 2021 – Person-First Safe Living in a Pandemic 
(Patient Partnering)

• Summer 2021 – Patient Partnering Panel

• December 2021 – “One More Step” and AHRQ Grantee Roundtable

• January 2022 – ACTIVATE and co-production

• April 2022 – Partnering Perspectives/Patient Editors/Prioritization
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Patient Partnering Panel: Draft Content
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“One More Step” Campaign

Objective
• During this CDS Connect project year, gather lessons 

learned from each point of the clinical decision 
support development lifecycle on how standards/
methods/best practices can better support 
patient involvement

Lessons Learned from Patient Partnering Panel
• Patient partnering in theory is well accepted, but it 

isn’t happening in practice
• It is necessary to ensure resources are widely known 

and accessible
• Several levels of involvement can occur in 

development and implementation of clinical 
decision support
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December WG Themes

• Identification of patient partners
► Reflecting diversity and characteristics of the population of interest
► Recruiting of a larger pool of “citizen scientists”
► Addressing the “digital divide”
► Establishing common language in communicating the importance of and needs for partnering
► Mentoring newer patient representatives

• Early and continued patient involvement

• COVID challenges and new virtual opportunities

• Important considerations
► Social norms
► Trust
► Sharing one's story early
► Individual needs or preferences
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Dr. Amy Price – Stanford AIM Lab/BMJ Patient Editor

• Goal(s) of research: To mentor and to build bridges between clinicians, researchers, and patients to 
co-produce research that improves healthcare

• Goals(s) as patient advocate: To mentor patient advocates and students in co-creating research

• Desired impact: Open door for innovation and implementation

• Share your experience working with patients in development and/or implementation: Work from 
where you are with what you have, it will make a difference. Work in transparency, respect and 
empathy as they will create a climate for curiosity, innovation, and unexpected but welcome solutions.

• Lessons learned: 
► Earlier involvement; better planning; role clarity; positive constructive feedback; adequate funding 

and celebrating even the small wins; we all need to belong.
► Life is too short to live in the past—learn from failure, it is an event not an identity, other 

opportunities come like waves, if you miss one, catch the next one.
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Danny van Leeuwen – Health Hats

• Goal(s) of research: Learn on the journey toward best health

• Desired impact: Increase seats for people with lived experience at the tables of healthcare 
governance, operations, design, learning

• Share your experience working with patients in development and/or implementation:
RN; clinical manager; QM leader, EMR implementation consultant; and Board of Governors 
of PCORI

• Lessons learned:
► Partnering is not for the faint of heart. 
► Include caregivers. 
► Meet people where they are. 
► Experiment.
► Build on existing, trusting relationships.
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Perspectives on the Partnering Experience

• Why is the complexity of partnership worth it?

• What was your best experience being onboarded and mentored on a 
new team?

• How do you determine appropriate compensation for a patient 
caregiver consultant? A patient caregiver consultant asks to be paid, 
how is this managed? What have you seen happen?

• How do we create and maintain respect in conflict?

• What changes have you seen made in CDS as a result of patient-
caregiver partnerships?
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DISCUSSION:
PRIORITIZE APPROACHES FOR ESTABLISHING 
BEST PRACTICES FOR PATIENT INVOLVEMENT 

IN CDS DEVELOPMENT
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Approaches

• Finalize and disseminate Patient Partnering Panel content
► Create a new resource page or new FAQ entry on CDS Connect
► Include reference in Repository User Guide

• Invite and share lessons learned from outside the WG

• Provide insights to other efforts or venues 
(e.g., conference submissions/peer reviewed publications)
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Patient Partnering Resources

• Identification of toolkits and framework for partnering

• Organizations to recruiting patients and patient advocates from

• Work groups/discussion groups sharing partnering work and best practices 

• Best practices for communicating with leadership on the value of patient partnering

• Tools and support for championing patient partnering within one’s organization

• Inclusion of patient partnering in funding calls (RFI/FOA/proposals)

• Financial support for patient partnering activities

• Best practices for communicating with patients and partners on CDS and research/development 
process

• Identification of organizations that have excelled at partnering/panels

• Examples of ‘just in time” partnering developing into long-term partnerships
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WHAT’S NEW WITH CDS CONNECT

Sam Carrillo and Julia Afeltra, MITRE
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Updates and New Features

Authoring Tool
• Users must now agree to CDS Authoring Tool terms and conditions

► Users will be asked to accept the terms and conditions upon first login
• Preparation for migration to a new server environment
• Ongoing refactoring to improve maintainability and reusability

Repository
• Drupal 9 security updates
• Upgraded memory on servers
• Working to restore MeSH taxonomy browsing
• Creating alerting solutions when artifact author has requested review to notify CDS Connect admin team
• User guide documentation development continues
• Coordinating with NORC on Clinical Decision Support Innovation Collaborative (CDSiC) site on development and deployment

Artifacts
• Ongoing review of new and updated artifacts contributed to the Repository
• Updated CDS Connect project artifacts IGs and CQL

► Reflect updated evidence in artifact sources
► Align more closely with FHIR Clinical Guidelines CQL guidance
► NOTE: These changes are not yet published in the Repository

Link to CDS Connect: https://cds.ahrq.gov/cdsconnect 15
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ANNOUNCEMENTS, OPEN DISCUSSION 
AND CLOSE-OUT

Maria Michaels
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
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